RECYCLED BIRD FEEDER
WHAT YOU NEED:






Birdseed
Wooden dowels
A recycled container—milk gallons, plastic bottles, and tin
cans all work well!
String
Beads, stickers, or other decorations

1. Wash your container out and remove any labels.
2. With an adult’s help, poke 2 small holes in your container.
You will poke your wooden dowel through to make a
perch for the bird!
3. Cut a feeding hole in the
middle of the container where the birds can get the seed.
4. Cut another two holes in the top of
your container. Thread string
through to hang.
5. Optional: decorate your
recycled feeder with paint,
colorful duct tape, stickers, beads on
the string, or any
other ideas. Get creative!
6. BONUS: poke a few extra holes in the
bottom of your container for drainage when it rains!

Instruction video posted on
Facebook and YouTube Wed. at 10:30am.

BUTTERFLY CRAFT
WHAT YOU NEED:





Template (2 sheets)
An empty toilet paper roll
Crayons
Glue or tape

1. Color your butterfly template. Butterflies come in all sorts of colors, so use your
imagination!
2. Cut out the pieces of the butterfly.
3. Wrap the body around the TP roll and attach with either glue or tape.
4. Attach the wings with glue or tape.
5. Enjoy your new butterfly pal!

Instruction video posted on
Facebook and YouTube
Wednesday at 10:30am.

TURTLE CRAFT
WHAT YOU NEED:






2 paper plates
1 sheet of green paper
Googly eyes
Something to color with (we recommend watercolor paints for the turtle
shell)
Glue or tape

1. Stack your plates and cut out a small section on both plates. This is your
turtle’s head hole.
2. Decorate the paper plates—these are your turtle’s shell.
3. Cut 2 rectangular strips from the green paper. These will be your turtle’s
legs.
4. Cut another piece with one end rounded and one end pointy. That will be
your turtle’s tail and head.
5. Glue your two strips across one of the paper plates. The head and tail strip
goes the opposite direction but does not get glued down (this is so he can
peek in and out of his shell). See diagram at right.
6. Glue the top shell, sandwiching the insides of the
turtle between the two paper plates.
7. Add googly eyes and a face. Enjoy!

Instruction video
posted on
Facebook and
YouTube
Wednesday at
10:30am.

TIGER PUPPET CRAFT
WHAT YOU NEED:






Template
Paper bag
Orange paper
Crayons
Glue or tape

1. Color your tiger template.
2. Cut out the pieces of the tiger.
3. Cut out pieces of orange paper to glue on your bag—saves you a lot of
coloring!
4. Attach the arms, ears, face, and stripes to the paper bag. Glue or tape
will work for this.
5. Let dry and ROAR! You have a tiger puppet!

Instruction video posted on
Facebook and YouTube
Wednesday at 10:30am.

DIY AQUARIUM CRAFT
WHAT YOU NEED:








Blue paper
Aquarium background template
Fish cutouts
Crayons
Glue or tape
String
A box

1. Find a box—a shoebox or something similar would be perfect! With a grownup’s help, cut off any flaps. This will be your aquarium.
2. Line the box with blue paper. You can use tape or glue to attach it.
3. Color in the aquarium background however you like and attach it to the back of
your box.
4. Color in your fish.
5. Attach the fish to string or fishing wire, and tape to the roof of the box so they
hang in front. And now you have a very easy to care for fish tank!

DIY ANIMAL DICE GAME
WHAT YOU NEED:



1.
2.
3.
4.

Paper template
Glue or tape
Cut out your game. Make sure you leave the extra flaps intact.
Fold along all the lines—these are the sides of your dice.
The extra flaps are where you will fold and glue to keep everything together.
Roll the dice and follow the instructions—did you know ALL these animals
are mammals?

Instruction video posted on
Facebook and YouTube
Wednesday at 10:30am.

Waddle like a
walrus!

Roar like a lion!

Dive like a
dolphin!

Hop like a bunny!

Flap like a bat!

Dance like a
monkey!

MOVING DOLPHIN CRAFT
WHAT YOU NEED:










Colored paper
Dolphin
Wooden dowel




Glue or tape
Crayons
A box
Scissors

1. Prepare your box. A small box, like a tissue box or shoebox, would work great.
2. Cut a slit in both the top and bottom of the box. Your dolphin will travel
through the cuts in the box.
3. Decorate your box! You can make it look like the ocean. Be sure to leave those
cuts exposed.
4. Color and cut out your dolphin. Attach it to the wooden dowel.
5. Slide your dowel through the slits you cut in the box. Now your dolphin can
travel along the length of the box! Set it on a ledge and you can even do a dolphin puppet show.

Instruction video posted on Facebook and YouTube
Wednesday at 10:30am.

BAT CRAFT
WHAT YOU NEED:





Black paper
Bat template
Chalk
Googly eyes

1. Cut out your bat template and place it on the black paper. This will be like a
stencil you draw around.
2. Using your chalk, draw a moon and shade in around the bat.
3. BONUS: use your fingers to blend the outer edges of the moon to make it
look like it’s glowing!
4. Attach your googly eyes to your bat!

Instruction video posted on Facebook and YouTube
Wednesday at 10:30am.

